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4  My Scottish hiking trip
1    Last week we went on a hiking trip to the Highlands 

which was very exciting.
2    On the trip we met a man who had hurt himself and 

could not walk on.
3    He could not phone for help because the mobile he 

had did not work.
4  So we took him to the nearest village which was only 

half a mile away.
5  There we called for an ambulance which took him  

to a hospital.
6  Two weeks later the same man came into our 

classroom and gave us a big cake he had baked for us 
to say thank you.

5  Giving feedback
1    The presentation was easy to understand.
2    It had a clear design.
3    There were no repetitions.
4    The spelling was correct.
5    I’m a bit disappointed.
6    I wonder if you could put in / use more photos.
7    Why don’t you use some music? / Maybe you could 

build in some music.

6  Our boarding house
1 false; 2 not in the text; 3 true; 4 not in the text
5 true; 6 not in the text; 7 true; 8 true

7  Going to a boarding school?
Beispiellösung:
positive:
I would improve my English.
I would make a lot of new friends.
I would get to know a new culture.
There would be a lot of things to do.
I could try out new activities.
negative:
Perhaps I would feel lonely.
I might get bullied.
Perhaps I wouldn’t get on with the teachers.
Maybe it would be too difficult for me to do everything  
in English.
I would miss my friends.

Theme 3:

Famous Brits
1  Wordsnake

Dr Who is not a human but an alien superhero from a 
British TV series. When he is in danger he can change into 
a new body. In every film he fights against enemies of our 
planet earth. My aim for my next summer holiday is to 
watch a number of Dr Who films in English.

2  Which words fit best?
1    Dr Who suddenly appeared next to the house, his 

appearance was that of a knight from the Middle Ages 
and after two minutes he disappeared again.

2    You need a password and then you can control the 
Japanese robot.

3    When you have to create a story in class, are you 
allowed to use your mobile?

4    An important historical event for British history was 
in 1066. William the Conquerer with his huge army 
conquered the English coast.

5    The human race has made many tools in its history. 
They’ve used different tools as models for new tools 
and new functions.

3  Look at the pictures
1 The Channel; 2 north, south, east, west; 3 battle;  
4 France; 5 throne; 6 crown

4  Which verb fits best?
1    He was poor but he pretended / packed / played to be 

rich.
2    The Norman army divorced / defeated / discussed the 

Saxon army.
3    The Saxon army disappointed / drank / defended the 

castle.
4    William the Conquerer sailed / said / stood across the 

Channel.
5    Caroline was very thirsty but Megan reacted / 

recorded / rescued her with something to drink.
6    A rich woman was kidnapped / kept / kissed but 

luckily rescued by the police two days later.
7    Soldiers don’t walk they usually miss / march / mean.
8    When George got a dog he noted / numbered / named 

it Patch.

5  Scrambled words
1    My brother and I are members of the local football club.
2    A soldier is usually a member of his national army.
3    I never met my Grandpa. He has been dead for many 

years.
4    Our last maths test was really tough.
5    The land which is ruled by a king is called a kingdom.
6    Somebody who tells a story is called a narrator.
7    The people protecting a famous person are called 

guards.
8    People working in the army are called soldiers.
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6  Which word fits best?
1    Euros are not accepted in Britain. You need pounds.
2    Mary Queen of Scots was executed by Queen  

Elizabeth I.
3    Mary Queen of Scots was the prisoner of Queen 

Elizabeth I.
4    He went to fight in the army and he never returned 

home.
5    We bought a wonderful present for mum but until her 

birthday we have to keep it secret.
6    There is a rumour that Rhys and Megan have kissed 

but we don’t know for sure.
7    They live in a huge house yet they think it is too small.
8    The tourist guide leads the way through the castle.

7  Translation

German English

1 wählen to vote
2 politisch political
3 sich kümmern um to take care of
4 gesellschaftlich social
5 königlich royal
6 etwas nachschlagen to look up sth
7 zusammenfassen to summarize
8 Vorstellung, Einleitung introduction

8  Wordsearch
The words are: summary, programme, ship, captain, 
sailor, storm, immediately, moved.
1    This book is too long. Can you give me a summary of 

the content?
2    Our evening at the theatre was wonderful. Let me 

look at the programme. I’ve forgotten who played the 
captain.

3    A ship is bigger than a boat.
4    The boss on a ship is called a captain.
5    A person sailing a boat is called a sailor.
6    The weather report gave a warning: There is a storm 

coming.
7    If someone has an accident you have to call 999 

immediately.
8    The book was very sad. Peter was very moved.

9  Regular and irregular verbs

regular irregular
to train to burn burnt burnt
to inform to give gave given
to discover to make made made
to burn to stand stood stood
to knock to hide hid hidden
to order to shut up shut up shut up

10  Scrambled words
1    Two pounds instead of five pounds for the earrings. 

That is a very good offer.
2    At a festival you usually get many people. You could 

say a crowd.
3    One advantage of driving slower is that there are less 

accidents.
4    He finished first in the race. He is the winner.
5    My parents have been married for 15 years.
6    James Bond is a very famous spy.
7    I trust my mother to keep a secret.
8    A shark kills and eats smaller fish.

11  Getting the facts right
1    No, it was invented by Edison.
2    No, microwaves are used to heat up food.
3    No, children are brought to school by car/bus/train.
4    No, stamps are put on letters/envelopes.
5    No, it was written by Terry Deary.
6    No, it was invented by James Watt.
7    No, it was invented by Tim Berners-Lee.
8    No, it was discovered by Christopher Columbus.

12  Facts about inventions
1    In 1588 England was ruled by Queen Elizabeth I.
2    The Hadrian’s wall was built by the Romans.
3    England was conquered by William the Conquerer in 

1066.
4    Britain was given up by the Romans in 410.
5    In 43 Britain was invaded by the Romans.
6    In 54 BC Britain was explored by Julius Caesar.
7    Caratacus was taken prisoner by the Romans.
8    The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell.

13  Passive
1    Harry Potter was written by J. K. Rowling.
2    One of the first computers was called “Baby”.
3    More than 120 million smartphones were used/

bought/sold in 2007.
4    The guitar is played all over the world.
5    Sushi is not only eaten in Japan.
6    The costumes for the play are made by the parents.
7    In 1900 women weren’t treated fairly by men.
8    Mary Queen of Scots was kept locked up for almost  

20 years by Queen Elizabeth I.

14  From active to passive
1  This cup is made from paper.
2  The first text message was sent in 1992.
3  Video games are played all over the world.
4  Muesli is usually eaten with milk.
5  The Sherlock Holmes stories were written by Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle more than a hundred years ago.
6  The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell 

a long time ago.
7  The wheel was not known to the Egyptians.
8  Bread is made by people all over the world.
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